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Fantasy February 2014

Reserve these books
New in February 2014
True Adventures of Nicolo Zen by Nicholas Christopher
"Orphan Nicolo Zen is all alone in 1700s Venice, save for his clarinet, enchanted by a mysterious magician to allow
its first player to perform expertly. Soon Nicolo is a famous virtuoso, wealthy beyond his dreams, but he can't stop
wondering if he earned the success -- or the girl he met in Venice is safe from the harm."--Provided by publisher.
Cruel Beauty by Rosamund Hodge
In a retelling of Beauty and the Beast, Nyx is betrothed to an enemy she is trained to kill, but finds herself falling in
love with him.
New in December 2013
The Princess in the Opal Mask by Jenny Lundquist
A princess and a servant unite and switch identities in order to prevent a war between neighboring kingdoms.
Cold Spell by Jackson Pearce
"When her boyfriend disappears with a mysterious girl, seventeen-year-old Ginny leaves her hometown of Atlanta
and fights wolves, escapes thieves, and braves the cold to rescue him."--Provided by publisher.
Shadows by Robin McKinley
"Magic is illegal in Newworld, so Maggie struggles to explain the strange shadows--that only she can see--that
seem to accompany her new stepfather everywhere"--Provided by publisher.
The Iron Traitor by Julie Kagawa
Journeying in the lands of the fey, Ethan Chase discovers that his nephew, Keirran, is missing, and may be on the
verge of doing something unthinkable in the name of saving his own love.
The Iron Legends by Julie Kagawa
Three Iron Fey novellas: Winter's passage -- Summer's crossing -- Iron's prophecy, plus the Guide to the Iron Fey.
Roses by G. R. Mannering
"A darker retelling of Beauty and her Beast, set in the fantasy land of Sago amid a purging of all the magics in the
land"--Provided by publisher.
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New in November 2013
Teardrop by Lauren Kate
Since Eureka's mother drowned, she wishes she were dead too, but after discovering that an ancient book is more
than a story Eureka begins to believe that Ander is right about her being involved in strange things--and in grave
danger.
Lost Covenant: A Widdershins Adventure by Ari Marmell
"A teenage thief and her partner, an invisible minor god who lives in her head, battle against the might of monsters
and the machinations of men in a French-flavored fantasy world"--Provided by publisher.
Desert Tales by Melissa Marr
"Rika, a once-mortal faery, gladly retreated to an isolated desert, but when her trickster friend from court, Sionnach,
arrives she must stand up to him to protect the desert fey and mortals alike."--Provided by publisher.
World After by Susan Ee (Sequel to Angelfall)
Penryn searches for her sister, Paige, who has been kidnapped, and discovers the secret plans behind the angel
apocalypse.
Slayers: Friends and Traitors by C. J. Hill (Sequel to Slayers)
Tori expected to have more time to train as a dragon slayer, but when she learns that the dragon eggs are
hatching, she realizes she has very little time to prepare.
New in October 2013
Royal Ranger by John Flanagan (Ranger's Appentice, book 12)
"Will Treaty is a shell of his former self, and his first apprentice may be the only one who can save him."--Provided
by publisher.
Curtsies & Conspiracies by Gail Carriger (Finishing School, book 2)
In her alternate England of 1851, fifteen-year-old Sophronia tries to uncover who is behind a plot to control a
prototype that has the potential to alter human and supernatural travel, and to learn what role Mademoiselle
Geraldine's academy for young spies plays in the affair.
Antigoddess by Kendare Blake
Athena and Hermes' search for the cause of their unexpected, life-threatening illnesses leads them to Cassandra, a
former prophetess, who may be key to a war started by Hera and other Olympians who have become corrupt
anti-gods determined to destroy their rivals.
Blythewood by Carol Goodman
"After a summer locked away in a mental institution, seventeen-year-old orphan Ava Hall is sent to Blythewood , a
finishing school for young ladies that is anything but ordinary."--Provided by publisher.
Hero by Alethea Kontis (The Woodcutter Sisters, book 2)
Saturday Woodcutter accidentally conjures an ocean in the backyard and, with sword in tow, sets sail on a pirate
ship, only to find herself kidnapped and held captive by a mountain witch with the power to destroy the world.
Emerald Green by Kerstin Gier (The Ruby Trilogy, book 3)
Since learning she is the Ruby, the final member of the time-traveling Circle of Twelve, Gwen uncovers the Circle's
secrets and she finally learns her own destiny.
Scorched by Mari Mancusi
Sixteen-year-old Trinity Foxx does not believe her grandfather's latest treasure is a real dragon's egg until soldiers
invade trying to steal it, a strange boy tells her she must work with him to stop an impending dragon war, and the
dragon inside the egg begins telling her what to do.
Skylark by Meagan Spooner (Skylark, book 1)
Shadowlark by Meagon Spooner (Skylark, book 2)
Lark Ainsley has yearned to become an adult by having her magical energy harvested, but when she is finally
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chosen a special talent is revealed and, rather than become a human battery powering the dome that protects
humanity, she escapes hoping to find the Iron Wood, a wilderness rumored to be inhabited by others like herself.

New in September 2013
The Dream Thieves by Maggie Stiefvater (The Raven Cycle, book 2)
Now that the ley lines around Cabeswater are awake, magic is swirling around Blue and The Raven boys and
Ronan Lynch's ability to pull objects from his dreams is almost out of control but worst of all, the mysterious Gray
Man is stalking the Lynch family, looking for something called the Greywaren.
Frozen by Melissa De La Cruz and Michael Johnston
More than a century after a catastrophic disaster wiped out most of humanity and covered much of the earth with
ice, fifteen-year-old Cass yields to the voice in her head urging her to embark on a dangerous journey across a
poisoned sea to the mythical land, Blue.
The Song of the Quarkbeast by Jasper Fforde (The Chronicles of Kazam, book 2)
In an alternate United Kingdom, King Snodd aims to control the world by controlling magic, and only
sixteen-year-old Jennifer Strange, acting manager of an employment agency for sorcerers, stands between Snodd
and his plans.
The Bitter Kingdom by Rae Carson
Elisa, a fugitive in her own kingdom, faces great challenges to rescue the man she loves from her enemies, prevent
a civil war, and take back her throne but as her magic grows, Elisa discovers the shocking truth about her enemy's
ultimate goal.
Steelheart by Brandon Sanderson
At age eight, David watched as his father was killed by an Epic, a human with superhuman powers, and now, ten
years later, he joins the Reckoners--the only people who are trying to kill the Epics and end their tyranny.
The Enchanter Heir by Cinda Williams Chima (The Heir Chronicles, book 4)
Racing against time, Jonah and Emma, who possess unique magical gifts, work to uncover the truth about Thorn
Hill, a peaceful commune that the Wizard Guild claims is a hotbed of underguild terrorists.
Crown of Midnight by Sarah J. Maas
As the royal assassin to an evil king, eighteen-year-old Celaena Sardothien must decide what she will fight
for--survival, love, or the future of a kingdom.
Sweet Legacy by Tera Lynn Childs
Now united, the three descendants of Medusa must find the gate between the human and monster world to
achieve their destiny.
Unthinkable by Nancy Werlin (Sequel to Impossible)
"Fenella, the first of cursed Scarborough girls, is challenged to accomplish three tasks of destruction against her
family in order to finally leave her miserable life of purgatory in the faerie realm and return to the human world"-Provided by publisher.
New in July 2013
Asunder by Jodi Meadows (sequel to Incarnate)
After the devastation of Templedark, eighteen-year-old Ana must stand up for the additional newsouls and figure
out the mystery of their--and her--existence.
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